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We may be facing a world where we have to work with robots, but management skills are as critical as ever. According to the Association for The Development of Talent (ATD) Public Policy Advisory Group, many companies report a lack of skills in their organization–with the most significant being in communication,
critical thinking, and managerial and supervisory skills. However, Monday.com survey shows that many employees do not know exactly how they spend their time. Half of the employees surveyed said they would be almost a full week without discussing projects with the manager. Staff uncertainty about how to spend a
working day stems from one simple thing: managerial laziness. If employees don't know what to do, how they're doing, or where their skills can bring the most value, it's management failures and lost opportunities that companies can't afford to miss. Being a manager is difficult, especially if you run a mix of internal and
remote staff. Here are three ways managers can improve their skills to enable their employees to succeed. Set well-defined expectations and provide ratings with clear metricsKey that helps employees understand how well they work, what they work on, and why they work on them, is tied to how you structure their work.
Employees thrive when they can invoke objective metrics. Metrics help employees feel productive because they know when they're doing something right. Let's be clear about what needs to be done. Don't tell people what you expect from them, but what you need them to deliver. You can't reward people for hard work
alone; it has to be about performance. Not everyone has the same working style and you shouldn't expect it to be. When you set results, you give your employees the freedom to provide them with the best fit. The more accurate and measurable you can be, the better. Encourage and implement open lines of
communicationTo ensure that employees are engaged, managers need to create a culture that values feedback, whether it's up and/or down. Yes, you need to give your team constructive feedback when they need to improve. But they should feel free (and comfortable) to do the same with you. Creating a culture that
values upward feedback is much harder. It's up to you to tell your team that saying something critical won't hinder any career development goals they might have. After all, just because the CEO encourages and expects upward feedback, your employees may hesitate to do so if you don't explicitly promote that course of
action yourself. To combat this, try creating feedback templates or systems that promote honesty, teamwork, and mutual responsibility for problem and solution. Remember, feedback isn't about throwing someone under a bus, it's about getting the whole bus moving faster and in the right direction. Remind employees of
their broader missionKey to employees is to combine what they do with the greater mission of society and lead in a way that supports it. If the staff feels like a wheelbard, they won't play at their best. For people who manage teams of remote employees, the challenge requires a commitment to stay connected in an
organized, deliberate, and respectful manner. But make room to get all the staff-both in-house and remote workers-together in person when you can. Research by Professor Pam Hind University suggests that these meetings increase productivity. Joining remote teams for occasional face-to-face meetings helps
strengthen relationship coordination, response, respect, and problem solving — even when you get home. These meetings are also used to remind employees why they work for your company. There is no doubt that the role of manager is getting harder. But at the end of the day, focusing on these simple but necessary
steps can go a long way. When employees understand the company's mission, they are encouraged to express their opinions and know what constitutes success in an organization, they will be in a much better place to do and accomplish amazing things for the company. Jody Greenstone Miller is CEO and co-founder of



Business Talent Group, a high-end market for independent professionals. Managing your finances stabilizes your company and reduces the likelihood of your business failing. To manage your company's finances, make sure you pay for yourself, keep good loans, follow your books and plan ahead. Debt financing for small
businesses means interest charges in addition to repayments, while equity financing excludes interest, but may come with less control over your company's affairs. This article is intended for business owners who are looking for advice on how to manage their company's finances. Managing finances can be a challenge
for any small business owner. Often, the reason your small business is successful is because of the skills you bring to produce your product or provide your services. If you don't have a lot of experience in managing your business finances, it can feel like a chore and you could slip into bad financial habits that could one
day damage your business. The importance of managing your corporate finances The most important step for any business owner is to educate yourself. By understanding the basic skills needed to run a small business – such as performing simple accounting tasks, applying for a loan, or writing financial statements –
business owners can create a stable financial future and avoid failure. In addition to education, staying organized is the main component of sound money management. There's nothing scarier, more costly, or riskier than showing up at the end of the year in your accountant's office with a shoebox and nine of the last 12
bank statements, said Ryan Watson, co-founder and CEO of Upsourced Accounting. It is not possible to overestimate the importance and benefits of proper information throughout the year. Key takeaway: Managing your business finances is important to create a stable financial future in which your company is less likely
to fail. Tips for managing small business finance Here are a few things you should do as a small business owner to stay on top of your finances. 1. Pay yourself. If you run a small business, it can be easy to try and put everything into daily operation. After all, that extra capital can often go a long way in helping your
business grow. Alexander Lowry, professor and director of the master of science in the financial analysis program at Gordon College, said small business owners should not overlook their own role in society and should be adequately compensated. You want to ensure that your business and personal finances are in good
shape. Many SMB owners, especially at the beginning, neglect to pay themselves, he said. They [believe] it is more important to keep the business running and pay everyone else. But if it doesn't work out, you'll never pay. Remember that you are part of the business and you have to compensate yourself as much as you
pay others. 2. Invest in growth. In addition to paying yourself, it is important to set aside money and look into growth opportunities. This can allow your business to thrive and move in a healthy financial direction. Edgar Collado, chief financial officer of financial adviser Tobias, said business owners should always keep an
eye on the future. A small business that wants to continue to grow, innovate and attract the best employees [should] demonstrate that they are willing to invest in the future, he said. Customers will appreciate the increased level of service. Employees will appreciate that you invest in the company and in their career. And
eventually you will create more value for your business than if you were just spending all your profits on personal matters. Editor's note: Do you need a small business loan for your business? Complete the questionnaire below so that our supplier partners can contact you with free information. Loans can be scary. They
may lead to concerns about the financial consequences that accompany failure. However, without the capital inflows you get from loans, you may face significant challenges when trying to buy equipment or grow your team. You can also use the proceeds of the loan to increase your cash flow and thus face fewer
problems paying employees and suppliers on time. 4. Keep a good business loan. As your company grows, you may want to buy more commercial real estate, get additional insurance policies and take out more loans to facilitate all these pursuits. With bad business loans, getting approval for all these transactions and
acquisitions can be more difficult. To keep good loans, repay all your debt financing as soon as possible. For example, don't let your business cards come down for more than a few weeks. Similarly, do not take loans with interest rates that you cannot afford. Only look for funds that you can quickly and easily repay. 5.
Have a good billing strategy. Each business owner has a client who is permanently late for their invoices and payments. Managing small businesses' finances also means managing cash flow to ensure that your business operates at a healthy level on a daily basis. If you're trying to get it from certain customers or clients,
it may be time to be creative with how you charge them. Too much cash tied to unpaid invoices can lead to cash flow problems, which is the main cause of business failure, said James Stefurak, executive editor of the Invoice Factoring Guide. If you have a chronic customer who pays late, which we all do, instead of
pestering them with repeated billing and phone calls, try a different approach. Change the terms of payment to '2/10 Net 30.' This means that if the customer pays the invoice within 10 days, they will receive a 2% discount on the total invoice. If not, the terms and conditions are full payment payable within 30 days. [Read
related article: What to do if customers don't pay their bill] 6. Spread tax payments. If you're having trouble saving for quarterly estimated tax payments, make it a monthly payment, said Michele Etzel, owner of Bayside Accounting Services. In this way, you can treat tax payments as any other monthly operating costs. 7.
Watch your books. This is an obvious practice, but very important. Set up a booking time every day or month to review and track your books, even if you're working with an accountant. This allows you to get better acquainted with the finances of your business, but also gives you a window into potential financial crime.
Don't neglect bank reconciliation and spend some time each month reviewing unpaid invoices, said Terence Channon, principal for NewLead LLC. If you don't do this, especially if the accountant is involved, it opens up business on wasteful expenses or even embezzlement. 8. Focus on spending, but also return on
investment. Measuring spending and return on investment can give you a clear idea of what investments make sense and which may not be appropriate to continue. Deborah Sweeney, CEO of MyCorporation, said small business owners should be wary of where they spend their money. Focus on the ROI that comes with
each of your expenses, she said. Not doing this means you may lose money on irrelevant or bad spending bets. Know where you are spending your hard-earned dollars and how this investment pays off. If it doesn't pay off, measure up and spend a little more on initiatives that work for you and your business. 9. Set good
financial habits. Creating internal financial logs, even if it's as simple as taking the set time to review and update financial information, can go a long way in protecting the financial health of your business. keeping up with your finances can help you mitigate fraud or risk. As a small business, we often for time, money and
have much lower technological capabilities, but that shouldn't prevent any small business from carrying out any internal controls, Collado said. This is especially important if you have employees. Weak internal controls can lead to fraud or theft of employees and can potentially get you into legal trouble if you or an
employee do not comply with certain laws. 10. Plan ahead. There will always be business issues that need to be addressed today, but when it comes to your finances, you need to plan for the future. If you're not looking five to 10 years ahead, you're behind the competition, said Tina Gosnold, founder of quickbooks set
free bookkeeping. Key takeaway: To best manage small business finances, pay your salary on your company's income, plan ahead, pay off debt on time, and focus on roi. Types of business finance It is important to remember that business finance is not just about your earnings – they are about how to spend your money
and where to get it. As for where you get your funds, you should understand two main categories of financing: Debt financing debt financing is a loan that your company repays with added interest. Through debt financing, you can quickly access capital that you otherwise could not raise for weeks or even months. Bank
loans, government loans, commercial cash advances, business credit lines and commercial credit cards are all forms of debt financing that you have to repay even if your company fails. Equity equity financing, unlike debt financing, does not require repayment if your business fails. However, you will probably need to give
your investors a seat at the decision table. Venture capitalists, angel investors and crowdfunding stocks are all forms of equity financing. More information on the difference between debt and capital financing can be found here. Key takeaway: Debt financing includes various traditional loans that require interest
payments, while equity financing comes with smaller financial risks, but requires greater control over referrals to other parties. Additional reporting by Max Freedman and Nicole Fallon. Some interviews with the source have been conducted for an earlier version of this article. Article.
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